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THE EQUITIES RALLY, DOES IT STILL HAVE LEGS?
Over the last several months, the investment community has written extensively about the effects of rising
interest rates on the value of bond portfolios. In the face of limitless Fed tapering talk and moments of interest
rate spikes, most investors understand that a rising interest rate environment can and will damper returns on
traditional fixed income investments. However, what many investors do not understand is the ultimate effect of
rising interest rates on equities. In this research report, we take a closer look at the historical performance of
equities in rising interest rate environments and we present the historical framework for continued strength in
equities in 2014.
Can stocks rally in the face of rising rates?
The simple answer is yes. Contrary to the limitless pundits touting an overvalued US equity market, history
seems to paint a slightly different valuation picture. Currently at 15.9x 2013 earnings, we are seeing the US
equity market trading at relatively fair valuation levels (see chart below). While in the past, markets
trading at fair valuations with subdued earnings strength would present pause, we believe that today's
improving economic data (see key economic indicators below) is building momentum for companies to
experience stronger earnings. Improved earnings would justify both higher stock market prices and higher
multiples.

Key Economic Indicators:
•
•
•
•

November: Jobs growth of 203,000; unemployment rate dropped from 7.3% to 7.0%
ISM Manufacturing Index increased to 57.3 in November, easily beating consensus of 55.2
This ISM number is consistent with real annual GDP growth of 4.7% - In 2014, growth won't be
anywhere near that pace, but should be stronger
University of Michigan preliminary reading on consumer sentiment came in at 82.5 in December, which
is up from a final reading of 75.1 in November; the consensus was for a reading of 76
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Rising Rates and the Fed Taper
Interest rates surged in May when Fed Chairman Bernanke indicated that the Fed might begin tapering its
bond buying program sometime in the fall. Although the tapering never materialized, the sudden spike in yields
clearly spooked bondholders and equity holders alike. Rates have steadily come back down in recent months,
but the bias towards higher rates in the coming months or even years has been established.
So, the central question that investors need to answer is at what point do higher rates truly effect equity
valuations?
Historically, equity valuations have increased until interest rates (on 10-Year Treasury notes) rise to
between 5% and 6%. While the Fed might taper within the next few months, the Fed Funds Rate (25 basis
points) is not expected to increase until late 2015. Janet Yellen's nomination has only served to further
embolden investors' view that she will continue on a similar path as Bernanke. The chart below shows that
when the 10-Year Treasury trades between 3%-4% (a strong possibility in 2014), the S&P 500 P/E has
typically stood between 15-20x. Given that we are at the lower end of that multiple range, we can conclude that
there is room for multiple expansions as rates continue to rise.

The Fed taper has been a topic of hot debate over the last several months, especially because its
announcement has the potential to trigger a pullback. The increased talk of a tapering at the upcoming Fed
meeting drove the market down over 2% in the past couple of weeks. As we have said before, market
pullbacks can be healthy for equities and can create a technical base for higher highs. If you examine this
year's S&P 500 performance, a step-up pattern of small corrections consistently followed by higher highs in
subsequent trading months is visible. Although many analysts have been calling for a correction (defined as a
downward move of more than 10%) in the markets for some time, the fact remains that we have not seen one
in over 500 days. This only intensifies the expectation of a correction in coming days or months and provides a
contrarian backdrop for the equity markets to continue to climb a wall of worry.
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This brings us to our next important question - Will the tapering of QE be the catalyst for the expected
correction? While we believe that the announcement could create a pullback, we are not convinced that this
news would necessarily lead to a correction. More importantly, we believe that there are a lot of misperceptions
about QE and that QE itself is not as important as many investors may think. Limiting QE is a signal of the
Fed's commitment to keep short-term rates near zero; however, it is not a direct driver of rates. We saw
market forces take hold in May when Bernanke first mentioned tapering. However, interest rates are low
because of the low Fed funds rate policy, not because of QE. It is equally important to note that despite the
trillions in Fed Treasury debt purchases driven by QE policies, the share of Treasury debt held by the Federal
Reserve is not out of line with history. The Fed has not cornered the Treasury market by any means and
currently owns 18% of marketable Treasury debt. The most recent peak was 20% in 2002.
How Have Markets Performed in Years following 20% returns?
Markets have historically performed well following years of 20%+ returns. 2013 is the first time the S&P 500
has managed to go an entire year without breaching the 200-day moving average. Since 1975, the average
annual return following a 20%+ return is 12.8%. The last year the market had a negative year following a 20%+
return was in 1989, when the market went down 6.6%.
The historical returns of the S&P 500 indicate that there is a greater likelihood of next year being positive
versus negative. If you go back even farther, in the last 85 years there have been 31 years of returns greater
than 20% and in 22 of those instances, the following year showed a positive return. We do not expect the US
Equity market to be nearly as strong as it was this past year, however a higher single-digit return or a lower
double-digit return is certainly a good possibility.
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What to Invest in in 2014
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stay the course and remained allocated to US Equities
Remain overweight Developed International Equities (specifically Europe and Japan)
Look for beaten down asset classes that still have an attractive value (pockets within emerging
markets and frontier markets)
Remain underweight to core fixed income
Remain overweight to opportunistic yield (Bank/Floating rate Loans, Short term high yield,
MLP's)
Remain underweight commodities as inflationary pressures are not present

2013 has been a challenge for a well-diversified investor who is allocated to a variety of asset classes.
However, by no means should one abandon the strategy of being broadly diversified. While there are clearly
bumps ahead in the road, such as the debt ceiling debates in the spring, smart beta ETFs, such as USMV
(MSCI USA Minimum Volatility Index), will help dampen the rough patches when we hit them.
On the bright side, 2014 is a congressional election year so the House and Senate members have more
incentive to resolve issues swiftly so they can focus on the campaign trail. In the last week we have seen a
fractious Congress compromise to pass a 2-year budget plan - a clear sign that they recognize the importance
of altering their dismal public perception heading into the election year.
Beyond the obvious political risks, there remain a number of potential economic risks that could also serve as
headwinds to growth. Most importantly, we are continuously watching for signs of slowing GDP growth,
decelerating earnings growth, or long term rates rising faster than anticipated - any of which could create
significant problems in the housing market and mortgage markets. Managing risk is more important than ever,
and being nimble and tactical allows us to avoid large drawdowns and be able to deliver consistent results. The
landscape has shifted and what was thought to be your "sleep well at night money" (fixed income) is no longer.
In a year when the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index (AGG) posted its first yearly loss since 2000 (down 2.15%), we are spending a considerable amount of time managing duration risk and credit quality risk in order
to avoid potential losses and secure solid income.
Given the historical framework presented, we feel that the current rally has the potential for further strength in
2014. As we review the fundamentals, we think next year can be another solid one for equity returns. Other
asset classes such as fixed income will continue to struggle as sensitivity to interest rates remain a concern.
We will continue to actively manage clients' portfolios to balance return goals with appropriate risk profiles.
As we close out the year, we wish all of our readers and their families a healthy and happy holiday season!
Best regards,
The Miracle Mile Advisors Team
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Disclosures
The views of Miracle Mile Advisors, LLC (“MMA”) may change depending on market conditions, the assets presented to us, and your objectives. This research is based on
market conditions as of the printing date. The materials contained above are solely informational, based upon publicly available information believed to be reliable, and may
change without notice. MMA makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no
obligation to tell you when opinions or information in this report change.
MMA shall not in any way be liable for claims relating to these materials, and makes no express or implied representations or warranties as to their accuracy or completeness
or for statements or errors contained in, or omissions from, them. This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to
the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors. MMA recommends
that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. The appropriateness of a
particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives.
This report is not an offer to buy or sell any security or to participate in any trading strategy. In addition to any holdings that may be disclosed above, owners of MMA may
have investments in securities or derivatives of securities mentioned in this report, and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in this report. The value of and
income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates or foreign exchange rates, securities prices or market indexes, operational or financial conditions
of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in your securities transactions.
Third-party data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have
liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
The information and analyses contained herein are not intended as tax, legal or investment advice and may not be suitable for your specific circumstances; accordingly, you
should consult your own tax, legal, investment or other advisors, at both the outset of any transaction and on an ongoing basis, to determine such suitability. Legal, accounting
and tax restrictions, transaction costs and changes to any assumptions may significantly affect the economics of any transaction. MMA does not render advice on tax and tax
accounting matters to clients. This material was not intended or written to be used, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be
imposed on the taxpayer under U.S. federal tax laws.
The projections or other information shown in the report regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment
results and are not guarantees of future results.
Other Important Disclosures
Physical precious metals, real estate, emerging markets and other more opportunistic credit investments are subject to unique risks which include but are not limited to
liquidity, rate volatility, currency fluctuations and controls, restrictions on foreign investments, less governmental supervision and regulation, and the potential for political
instability. In addition, the securities markets of many of the emerging markets are substantially smaller, less developed, less liquid and more volatile than the securities of the
U.S. and other more developed countries. This report or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of MMA.
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